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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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• Delayed Adoption &
Lessons Learned
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Construction Revenue Recognition Delay
• ASU 2020-05 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) and
Leases (Topic 842)
• June 3, 2020
• Revenue adoption 1 year delay applicable for private companies that
had not issued their finance statements for their year beginning after
December 15, 2018
• Issued because of the economic atmosphere created by the pandemic
• Many calendar year companies had already issued before update was
issued
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Lessons Learned Construction Revenue Recognition
• Majority of private companies:
• Used the modified retrospective approach to adopt vs. the full
retrospective approach
• Revenue amount recognized under ASC 606 Revenue from Contracts
with Customers was similar to ASC 605-35 Revenue Recognition:
Construction and Production-Type Contracts
• Best practices
• Assembled and trained team
• Set-up a plan
• Evaluated and modified internal controls, considering the 5-step model
• Understood contract terms and status of contracts in
process
• Considered tax implications
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Revenue Recognition After Initial Adoption
• Continue to monitor and assess new contracts
• Continue to train the team that is involved in contracts
• Continue to evaluate items related to project management
• Variable consideration – change orders/claims
• Uninstalled materials
• Wasted materials or project inefficiencies
• Pre-contract costs / mobilization
• Re-evaluate financial disclosures

www.kmco.com
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Lease
Accounting
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• Implementation
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Lease Accounting
• ASU 2020-05 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) and
Leases (Topic 842)
• Delayed the effective date for ASC 842, Leases for private companies
to year beginning after December 15, 2021
• Implementation strategy
• Create a team and a champion to complete the project
• Evaluate existing leases and service agreement for potential leases
• Consider software needs
• Consider accounting policy elections, including practical expedients
• Consider full or modified retrospective implementation
• Evaluate and update internal controls

www.kmco.com
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Lease Accounting (cont.)
• Evaluate terms for new leases and upcoming lease renewals
• Under the old standard looked at economics and impact to balance
sheet and financial ratios
• Under new standard really only concerned with economic
considerations (cash flow / tax treatment)
• Determine the impact to the balance sheet and financial ratios
• Evaluate third party agreements, banks or surety relationships
• Communicate with third parties

www.kmco.com
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Paycheck
Protection
Program
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• Accounting for the PPP Loan
and Forgiveness
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PPP Loan Agreement Structure
• Loan through a bank, up to $10M
• Agreements across banks are not the same
• Prior to June 5, 2020 PPP Flexibility Act – 2 year loan at 1% interest, nonrecourse
• After June 5, 2020 – 5 year loan at 1% interest, non-recourse
• SBA guaranteed
• Principal and interest may be eligible for forgiveness if certain criteria are
met
• Payroll, rent, mortgage interest, or utilities
• Other PPP Flexibility Act changes:
• Extended deferral period of principal and interest from
6 months to up to 10 months after the
covered period
• 24 weeks to spend vs. 8 weeks
www.kmco.com
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AICPA Accounting Guidance for PPP Loans
• AICPA Technical Question and Answer (TQA) 3200.18 Borrower
Accounting for a Forgivable Loan Received Under the Small Business
Administration Paycheck Protection Program
• Non-Authoritative
• Developed in consultation with the FASB staff and the SEC
• The SEC said it would not object to 2 of the 4 options, as long as certain
conditions are met
• Options
• Treat as a loan under FASB ASC 470, Debt
• Treat as a grant under IAS 20, Accounting for Government
Grants and Disclosures of Government Assistance
• Treat as a grant under FASB ASC 450-30, Gain
Contingency
• Treat as a grant under FASB ASC 958-605, Revenue
Recognition under Not-for-Profit guidance
www.kmco.com
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Treat Proceeds as a Loan Under FASB ASC 470
• Record a loan payable and cash receipt when loan proceeds are received.
• Classify loan as current and long term based on the terms of the loan
• Record accrued interest and interest expense on the loan balance
throughout the term of the loan in accordance with FASB ASC 835—30
• No need to impute interest
• If the loan or portion thereof is forgiven by the SBA, reduce the loan
payable for the amount forgiven and record a gain on extinguishment
• If the loan is not forgiven, either entirely or in part, reduce the loan payable
(current and long-term) as the balance is paid off

www.kmco.com
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waiting for further clarification from Congress on its intent behind the loan forgiveness provisions of the CARES Act.

Treat Proceeds as a Grant Under IAS 20
• FASB does not have any guidance for for-profit entities related to
government grants, contractors can analogize to IAS 20 to account for the
loan
• Only allowed if it is probable you will obtain forgiveness
• Record a deferred income liability and cash receipt when the loan
proceeds are received
• When it is probable that the loan will be forgiven and costs are incurred,
reduce the deferred income liability and
• record other income OR
• reduce the labor expense or other costs covered by the loan proceeds
• If not forgiven and repayable, account prospectively as a
change in estimate
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Treat Proceeds as a Gain Contingency Under FASB
ASC 450-30
• FASB does not have any guidance for for-profit entities related to
government grants, contractors can analogize to FASB ASC 450-30
• Only allowed if conclusion is that it is a grant that will be forgiven
• Record a loan payable and cash receipt when the loan proceeds are
received
• Once the grant proceeds are realized and the contingencies related to
receipt of assistance have been met, reduce the loan payable and record
the gain
• If not forgiven and repayable, account prospectively as a
change in estimate
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Treat Proceeds as a Condition Contribution Under
FASB ASC 958-605
• FASB does not have any guidance for for-profit entities related to
government grants, contractors can analogize to FASB ASC 958-605
• Only allowed if conclusion is that it is a grant that will be forgiven
• Record a refundable advance liability and cash receipt when the loan
proceeds are received
• Once the conditions of release have been substantially met or explicitly
waived, reduce the refundable advance liability and record contribution
income
• If not forgiven and repayable, account prospectively as a
change in estimate

www.kmco.com
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PPP Accounting Other Considerations
• Balance sheet, income statement, cash flow treatment
• Financial statement disclosures
• Timing of forgiveness recognition
• Treatment of credits when working on government contracts subject to
Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 31
• Loan timeline consideration and cut-off considerations for financial
statements
• EBITDA definition, impact of using IAS 20 and offsetting expenses
• Income tax provision for taxable entities
• Uncertain tax position

www.kmco.com
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Balance sheet
20X0

20x9

Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Current liabilities
Line of credit
Current portion of long-term debt
Paycheck protection program Loan
Current portion capital lease obligations
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Total current liabilities

$ XXX,XXX $ XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX

Long-term liabilities:
Long-term debt, net of current portion
Paycheck protection program loan, net of current portion
Capital lease obligations, net of curretn portion
Total liabilities

XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX
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Income statement
20X0
Other income (expenses)
Interest expense
Gain on disposal of equipment
Other expense, net
Forgiveness of paycheck protection loan

Income before income taxes

$ XX,XXX $ XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX) (XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX

Provision for income taxes

(XXX,XXX) (XXX,XXX)

Net income
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XXX,XXX
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XXX,XXX

Cash flow
20X0
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from line of credit, net
Repayment of long-term debt
Distributions to stockholders
Proceeds from paycheck protection loan
Net cash provided by financing activities

www.kmco.com
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20x9

$ XX,XXX $ XX,XXX
(XX,XXX) (XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX) (XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX XXX,XXX

Paycheck
Protection
Program

www.kmco.com

• Tax Issues
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Paycheck Protection Program
• The CARES Act specified that any loans forgiven are excluded from gross
income
• IRS Notice 2020-32
• If Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan is forgiven, business
expenses paid with funds will be non-deductible
• Based on tax rule that deductions can’t be taken if paid from funds that
are considered tax-exempt income
• House Bill - would clarify that ordinary expenses funded by PPP loans
are deductible. If enacted, will overrule this IRS notice

Dilemma - Intent vs. technical interpretation

www.kmco.com
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Paycheck Protection Program - Tax Issues

• Timing of deductibility or non-deductibility:
• What if forgiveness occurs in 2021?
• Does non-deductibility impact 2020?
• Will amended returns be required for 2020?
• State and Local taxing authorities have not commented on this issue yet.
• Quantify the tax liability now and earmark the cash

Impact on quarterly Corporate and individual tax estimates.

www.kmco.com
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Paycheck Protection Program - Tax Issues (cont.)
• Other tax issues to consider:
• Impact to NOLs
• Research and development credit issue with non-deductible wages
• Section 199A deduction
• Tax provision calculation on financial statements
• Percentage of complete schedule - Different revenue recognition
• Non-deductible expense could impact the cost to complete fraction
differently on tax PCM schedule compare to the financial statement
PCM schedule

www.kmco.com
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Paycheck Protection Program - Tax Issues (cont.)

Contract
Price
Year 1
Normal Contract

5,000,000

Labor - PPP

Estimate Cost

Gross
margin

3,000,000 2,000,000
(500,000)

Cumulative
Income

Net Income
in current
year

33%

666,667

666,667

Cost incurred Percentage
to date
complete
1,000,000
(500,000)

Contract with PPP Loan

5,000,000

2,500,000 2,500,000

500,000

20%

500,000

500,000

Year 2
Normal Contract

5,000,000

3,000,000 2,000,000

3,000,000

100%

2,000,000

1,333,333

100%

2,500,000

2,000,000

Labor - PPP
Contract with PPP Loan
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(500,000)
5,000,000

(500,000)

2,500,000 2,500,000
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2,500,000

Tax
Landscape
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Tax Madness
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Time Line of New Tax Law Changes

December 20, 2019 – SECURE Act
March 20 – Family First Coronavirus Act
March 30 – CARES Act
April 24 – Paycheck Protection and Health Care Enhancement Act
June 5 – Paycheck Protection Program Flexibility Act of 2020
August – President Executive Order – Deferral of Payroll Taxes

www.kmco.com
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Biden Tax Proposal
Corporate tax rates:
• Biden’s plan would increase the corporate tax rate from 21% to 28%
• Biden’s proposal would also include a 15% minimum tax on corporations
with book income of $100 million or more
Planning considerations:
• Does it make sense to accelerate income in 2020 or defer
deductions into 2021?
• How is this going to impact year-end tax provision?

www.kmco.com
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Biden Tax Proposal (cont.)
Individual / pass-through entities
• Under the Biden plan:
o Individual top tax rate would increase from 37% to 39.6%
o The 20% capital gain rate would not apply to taxpayers with over
$1m of income
o An additional social security tax is imposed on wages or SE income
over $400k
o Section 199A will be phase out for taxpayers earning over $400k of
income
o Itemized deductions will be capped at 28% for taxpayers
earning over $400k of income
o Proposed reverting exemption and rates back to historical
levels and eliminate step-up in basis
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Biden Tax Proposal – Planning Considerations
Planning Considerations:
• Evaluate accelerating income and defer deductions
• Sell securities in 2020 to recognize capital gain at the 20% rate and
receive a step-up in basis?
• Accelerate capital gain transactions (i.e. Sale of Home, Business)
into 2020
• Existing and new business entity considerations (pass-through
vs. C-Corp)

www.kmco.com
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Contractor Tax
Planning
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• Overview
• Tax Issues
• Option for Contractors
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Tax Planning Approaches

Deferral

SALT

Effective
Tax
Planning
Permanent
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Credits

Tax Planning - Consider the Right Balance
Tax
Planning

www.kmco.com

Financial
Statement

38

Deferral Techniques for Contractors

Depreciation

Job cost
Estimates

Accounting
methods

www.kmco.com
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Tax Method for Contractors
• Cash (most contracts and entity
types)
• Percentage of completion (“PCM”)
• Completed contact method (“CCM”)
• Accrual
• 10% deferral method

Small
Contractors
$26M Less*

Large
Contractors
$26M More*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCM
PCM excluding retainage payable
PCM excluding pay-if-paid
PCCM (residential contracts)
Cash (short-term contract only)
10% deferral method
CCM (home contracts only)

* 3 year average of prior gross receipts (includes related parties)

www.kmco.com
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PCM Computation
• Percentage of Completion is computed under Treas. Reg. § 1.460-4(b)(2)

Cumulative
Allocable
Contract Costs
x
Estimated Total
Allocable
Contract Costs
at Completion

Estimated
Contract
Value

Prior Year
Current
Current
Cumulative
Year
Taxable
=
Year
=
Gross
Gross
Income
Costs
Receipts
Receipts

% Completion Factor

www.kmco.com
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PCM Computation Example
Contract value $1,000,000
Estimated Cost to complete - $500,000
Gross Profit $500,000

$200,000
Cost to Date
x
$500,000
Cost to
Complete

$0
$1,000,000
Prior Year
Contract
- Cumulative
Value
Gross
Receipts

40% Completion Factor

www.kmco.com
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$400,000 $200,000
$200,000
Current
Current
=
= Taxable
Year Gross
Year
Income
Receipts
Costs

Tax Rules - Timing of a Deduction
Timing of deductions for accrual basis taxpayer is met if all of the
following conditions apply:
1) All events have occurred that fix (establish) the fact of the liability
(deduction)
2) The amount of the liability can be determined with reasonable
accuracy
3) The services or property paid for is received or used by the taxpayer
(known as economic performance)
• Once these 3 conditions are met, a deduction for the incurred
expenses will be allowed for tax and part of the numerator of the
PCM calculation for tax purposes
• GAAP reporting follows different rules

www.kmco.com
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Opportunity #1 – Small Contractor Exception
Exempt Contracts under PCM:
•

Any contract that will be completed within 2 years
AND

•

Meets the $25 million average annual gross receipts test

•

Exempt Contracts not required to use Percentage of Completion
and can use any permissible method of accounting:
•

Cash

•

Completed Contract Method

•

Percentage of Completion

www.kmco.com
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Opportunity # 2 – Election to Use the 10% Method
•

Election allows a contractor to defer recognition of gross profit
under a long-term contract

•

Applies if less then 10% of the total estimated contract costs
have been incurred

•

For contracts that qualify, the gross profit can be deferred until
the 10% threshold has been met

•

Can not be used for contractors that use the simplified cost-tocost method

www.kmco.com
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Opportunity # 3 - PCM Excluding Retainage Payable
Option available to defer revenue by excluding the subcontractors
retentions from contract cost to date until the retention is payable
to the subcontractor:
•
•

•
•

www.kmco.com

Opportunity to create some deferral on the recognition of revenue
for tax reporting purposes
Contracts must provide terms that the retention is not due to the
contractor until the year in which the final inspection and
acceptance of the work have occurred
Deferral is determined on an contract by contract basis
May require change of method notification with the IRS
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Opportunity # 4 - PCM Excluding Subcontractor
Payable
New option to defer revenue related to Pay-if-Pay arrangements in
contracts:
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to create a significant deferral on the recognition of
revenue for tax reporting purposes
Valid tax strategy confirmed by the IRS
Some criteria must exist in the contracts from a legal and tax
perspective to be valid under this tax strategy
Deferral is determined on a contract by contract basis
Must be enforceable under state law

www.kmco.com
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Example - PCM Excluding Subcontractor Payable

Assumption:
Total contract price

5,000,000

Estimated cost to complete

3,750,000

Expected gross profit

1,250,000

Tax Rate

www.kmco.com

33%
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Example – PCM Excluding Subcontractor
Payable (cont.)
PCM (Excluding
Subcontractor
Payable)

PCM
Other Cost
Subcontractor
Total Costs Incurred to Date
Total Estimated Cost to Complete
Percentage of Completion Factor

300,000
600,000
900,000

300,000
300,000

3,750,000

3,750,000

24%

Deferred
Revenue

Deferred
Taxes

8%

Income Recognized

300,000

100,000

200,000

66,000

Income Recognized - 10% Deferral

300,000

-

300,000

99,000

Assume:
Total contract price
Estimated cost to complete
Expected gross profit
Tax Rate
www.kmco.com

5,000,000
3,750,000
1,250,000
33%
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Opportunity # 5 – Research and Development
Credits
• Construction research and development has developed over the years
with the advancement of technology in areas such as:
o Energy efficiencies, HVAC systems, road and highway systems, pre-bid
engineering, software development

• What qualifying activities apply to construction companies?
o

Develop new process systems and techniques

o

Evaluate alternative materials and methods of assembly

o

Develop effective construction approaches and safety practices

o

Develop improved equipment, fixtures and tooling

www.kmco.com
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Tax Credit
for Required
Paid Leave
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• Introduction
• Interaction with other credits
• Tax treatment
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COVID-19 Related Legislation
Interplay between COVID-19 Legislation
Families First Coronavirus
Response Act or FFCRA
(Phase II)

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act or the
CARES Act (Phase III)

• Refundable paid sick leave credit and the

• Paycheck Protection Program

paid child care leave credit.

• Employer Payroll Tax Deferral

• If there are not sufficient payroll taxes to
cover the cost of qualified sick and child
care leave paid, employers will be able to
file a request for an accelerated payment
from the IRS.
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• Employee Retention Credit***
***(See Appendix for more information)
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Delay of
Payment on
Employer
Payroll Taxes
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Delay of Payment of Employer Payroll Taxes
•
•
•
•
•
•

An ability to delay the employer’s share of the Social Security payroll taxes until
December 31, 2020, with 50 percent due on December 31, 2021 and the remaining
50% due on December 31, 2022
Can still be utilized even if PPP Loan proceeds were received
Self-employed individuals can defer 6.2% of their SE Tax (50% of 12.4%)
Addressed in IRS Notice 2020-22
Businesses can payback the deferral of payroll taxes early - FAQ #29
IRS FAQ addresses eligible payroll taxes and other questions:
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/deferral-of-employment-tax-deposits-and-paymentsthrough-december-31-2020

Consider: Timing of tax deduction may be impacted

www.kmco.com
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NOL
Changes
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1. Business income limitations
2. Carryback changes
3. Special filing procedures
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Which Taxpayers Can Benefit
NOL Carryback provisions apply
to the following businesses:
• C-corporations
• Individuals
• Estates and Trusts
• Tax-exempt
organizations filing
Form 990-T to report
unrelated business
income

www.kmco.com
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Net Operating Losses- Pre/Post-TCJA, CARES
Pre-TCJA

Post-TCJA

CARES Act

2-year carryback,
20-year carryforward.

No carryback, indefinite
carryforward for NOLs
generated in taxable years
ending after 12/31/2017.

5-year carryback for NOLs in
taxable years beginning after
12/31/2017 and before
1/1/2021.

No limitation on ability
to offset current
taxable income with
NOL deduction, 90%
AMT limitation.

For taxable years beginning
after 12/31/2017, limited to
80% of taxable income
computed without regard to
NOL deduction.

For years beginning after
12/31/2020, NOL deduction
limited to 80% of taxable income
following the deduction of any
pre-2018 NOLs, before any
§199A or §250 deduction.

Ordering of pre-2018 NOLs
ambiguous.
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NOL Carrybacks - Corporate and Non-Corporate
Taxpayers

5 year carryback period

12/31/13

NOL Generated

After
12/31/17

Before
1/01/21

NOLs arising in a tax year beginning after Dec 31, 2017 and before Jan 1,
2021 can be carried back to each of the five years preceding the tax year
of such loss.
www.kmco.com
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Special Rules for Non-Corporate Taxpayer
Under Pre-CARES Act Law
• Disallowed the deduction of excess business losses by
non-corporate taxpayers for tax years beginning after
December 31, 2017 and ending before Jan 1, 2026.
• Aggregate Business losses in excess of $250,000 for
single filer or $500,000 for married filing jointly were
limited and subject to be carried forward only.
CARES Act Changes
• CARES Act retroactively modifies the business
loss limitation so they can deduct excess
business losses arising in 2018, 2019, and 2020.
• Losses arising in tax years beginning after Dec
31, 2020 and before Jan 1, 2026 continue to be
subject to the limitation as mentioned above.
www.kmco.com
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Special Procedures to Claim NOL Carryback
Corporate Taxpayer may request a refund for the year to which an NOL is
carried back through one of two methods:
• Filing Form 1120X - Amended U.S. Corporate Income Tax return
• Filing Form 1139, Corporate Application for Tentative Refund (only
applicable within 12 months after tax year-end of NOL)
Individual Taxpayers my request a refund for the year to which an NOL is
carried back through one of two methods:
• Filing Form 1040X - Amended U.S. Corporate Income Tax return
• Filing Form 1045 Application for Tentative Refund (only applicable
within 12 months after tax year-end of NOL)

www.kmco.com
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Carryback vs. Carryforward Considerations
Benefits of a Carryback
1. Extended carryback may provide a favorable tax rate differential
• C-corporation tax rates pre-2018 were 35% compared to 21% today
• Individual rates pre-2018 were as high as 39.6% compared to
29.6% if you take into consideration the 20% pass-through
deduction
2. Eliminate the need to generate future taxable income
3. Reducing the risk potential of limitation on future loss utilization
Negatives of a Carryback
1. Compliance cost
2. Potentially reopen certain prior year tax risks
3. M&A activity in prior year where taxpayer is not entitled
to refund
www.kmco.com
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Opportunities to Consider
• 2018 business losses limited under pre-CARES
Act due to the 80% business income limitation
are now retroactively removed
• 2018 Excess Business Loss Limitation for
individual retroactively removed
• Change in Law for Qualified Improvement
Property - Bonus Depreciation
• Cost Segregation Opportunities in 2019
• Business Interest Limitation change in rules
• Closely monitoring PPP Loan expense
deductibility
• Adjusting estimated tax payments

www.kmco.com
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Qualified
Improvement
Property &
Depreciation
Changes
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•
•
•
•

Definition of QIP
Special filing procedure
Overview of current depreciation
Planning Consideration
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Qualified Improvement Property (QIP)
What is QIP?
(A) Any improvement to an interior portion of a building which is nonresidential real property if such
improvement is placed in service after the date the building was first placed in service

(B) Certain improvements not included. Such term shall not include any improvement for which the
expenditure is attributable to—
the enlargement of the building,
i.
ii. any elevator or escalator,
iii. the internal structural framework of the building
Under TCJA, Congress eliminated qualified leasehold improvement property, qualified restaurant
property and qualified retailed improvement property and provided for single definition of QIP under
IRC Section 168(e)(6)
The TCJA never included 15 year life for QIP, thus was 39 year property and not eligible for bonus
depreciation
The CARES Act retroactively designates QIP as 15 year property which is eligible
for 100% bonus for property placed in service after December 31, 2017

PLANNING OPPORTUNITY: Increased deductions for
100% bonus depreciation on 2018 and/or 2019 assets.
www.kmco.com
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Qualified Improvement Property (cont.)
Tax Planning Opportunity
• Any business that renovated their commercial buildings in 2018 or
2019 should review fixed asset ledgers
• Applies to owners of commercial property as well as lessees
• What is the best year to take advantage of deductions (tax rates,
interplay with other deductions/credits, changes in ownership, etc.)?
• Review 2020 capital expenditures - adjust estimated tax payments if
applicable
If Taxpayer had QIP in 2018 and 2019 and has filed
2019 tax return…

• Must change through Form 3115
• Can File Form 3115 with 2020 return

www.kmco.com
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Qualified Improvement Property (cont.)
• Under Revenue Procedure 2020-25, QIP changes are considered an
impermissible to a permissible method

• Automatic change #244 – To change from impermissible to permissible
method (39 year to 15 year)

• Automatic change #245 – To make a late election under 168(k) for
100% bonus or to revoke an election

• Must be made in 1st or 2nd taxable year succeeding the year the
property was placed in service (for 2018 QIP, 2019 or 2020)

• Bonus depreciation election applies to all 15 year property
• What are the state impacts?

www.kmco.com
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Consideration for Fixed Asset Purchases

Repair Regs

Bonus
Depreciation

Section 179
Expense

• Accounting policy - Book/Tax Conformity
• Large improvements treated as a repair
• May provide better benefit for state income taxes

• 100% with no phase-out or taxable income limitation
• Opportunity to create losses - NOL opportunity
• Qualified Improvement Property qualifies

• Immediate write-off
• Limited to $1.040 million with $2.59 million property phase-out
• Limited to taxable income of the entity
• Enhanced property includes certain building components
• May not be applicable to real estate entities

Tax Depreciation
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Qualified Improvement Property Eligible
Section 179 Expense
Roofs

Building enlargements

HVAC property

Elevators and escalators

Fire protection/alarm systems

Internal structural framework

Security systems
Interior portion of the building

More thoughtful and detailed analysis
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Deductibility
of Interest
Expense
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1. CARES Act Changes
2. Changes in Final Regulations
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Deductibility of Interest Expense
• Under TCJA, Section 163(j) limited interest expense deduction to 30% of
adjusted taxable income

• Under CARES Act, limitation is increased from 30% to 50% for tax years
beginning in 2019 and 2020 (for all taxpayers except for partnerships)

• Can elect out of increased limitation
• The increased 50% limitation only applies to any tax year beginning in
2020 for partnerships

• 50% of excess business interest allocated for 2019 can be deducted
and not subject to 163(j) limitations in year beginning in 2020

• In addition, can elect to calculate 2020 interest limitation using
2019 adjusted taxable income. Election made at entity level
TAX PLANNING OPPORTUNITY: Defer income until 2021 to
maximize interest limitation (will drop back to 30% limitation).
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Rev. Proc. 2020-22
• After TCJA, some Taxpayers made Real Property Trade or Business
Election (Sec. 163(j)(7))

• Allowed them out of 30% interest limitation, however
• Real property, including QIP was depreciated using ADS (not
bonus eligible).

• Changes under the CARES Act will cause some to re-evaluate this
decision

• Rev. Proc. 2020-22 provides procedures to revoke this election (which
is typically irrevocable) or to make a late real property trade or
business election for the 2018, 2019 or 2020 tax year
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Final Regulations on Business Interest Limitations
On July 28, 2020 US Department of Treasury and Internal Revenue
Service issued final regulations regarding 163(j)
Changes between proposed regulations vs. final regulations:
•
•

Provides that depreciation, amortization and depletion capitalized
into inventory under 263A can be added back for purposes of
calculating adjusted taxable income (ATI)
Narrows definition of “interest” to generally no longer include:
• debt issuance costs
• commitment fees
• guaranteed payments for use of capital
under 707(c)
• hedging gains/losses
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Final Regulations on Business Interest
Limitations (cont.)
•

Modified anti-avoidance rule by introducing “a principal purpose”
standard
• Any expense or loss economically equivalent to interest is treated
as interest if a principal purpose of structuring the transaction(s) is
to reduce an amount incurred by the taxpayer that otherwise
would have been interest expense
• Any income realized by a taxpayer in a transaction or series of
integrated transactions is not treated as interest income if and to
the extent a principal purpose for the structuring is to artificially
increase the taxpayer’s business interest income
• See §1.163(j)-1(b)(22)(v)(E), Example 5
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Questions?
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Contact the Presenters at kmiller@kmco.com

Carlo R. Ferri
Director, Tax Strategies and
Construction Industry Group Co-Leader

Mark A. Guillaume
Director, Audit & Accounting and
Construction Industry Group Co-Leader
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About Kreischer Miller
Kreischer Miller is an accounting, tax, and business advisory firm that has been serving clients since
1975. We’ve built our firm to respond to the unique needs of growth-oriented private companies,
helping you smoothly transition through growth phases, business cycles, and ownership changes.
The companies we work with need to be able to quickly adapt and respond to changing market
opportunities and challenges. That’s why our focus is on being responsive, decisive, and forwardthinking. We’re up to the challenge—always looking at the road ahead, not in the rear-view mirror.
Learn more at www.kmco.com.
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Appendix 1
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• Tax Credits for Required Paid Leave
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FFCRA
Eligibility – 6 instances:
1. An employee who is subject to a coronavirus quarantine or isolation order;
2. An employee who has been advised by a health care provider to selfquarantine due to coronavirus concerns;
3. An employee who is experiencing symptoms of coronavirus and is seeking
a medical diagnosis;
4. An employee caring for an individual who is subject to government
quarantine or isolation order or who has been advised by a health care
provider to self-quarantine;
5. An employee caring for a child whose school or place of care is closed or
whose care provider is unavailable due to coronavirus precautions;
6. An employee who is experiencing any other substantially similar
condition specified by the Department of Health and Human
Services in consultation with the Treasury and Labor
Departments.
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Tax Credits for Required Paid Leave
• FFCRA mandates paid sick leave and child care leave – US DOL
Rules
• Applies to employers with fewer than 500 employees
• Refundable paid sick leave credit and paid child care leave credit –
Payroll tax credits claimed on Form 941
• Credits for qualified leave wages, qualified health plan expenses and
ER share of Medicare tax for period April 1, 2020 through December
31, 2020
• Self-employed individuals also eligible to claim these credits (claimed
on Form 1040 for 2020 tax year)
• Impact on tax returns
• See IRS FAQ #49 to 51
• Full amount of credits included in gross income
• Employment taxes still fully deductible
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Tax Credits for Required Paid Leave (cont.)
Resources:
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-questions
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/covid-19-related-tax-credits-general-information-faqs
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/covid-19-related-tax-credits-for-required-paid-leaveprovided-by-small-and-midsize-businesses-faqs
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Appendix 2
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• Employee Retention Credit
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Employee Retention Credit for Employers
New Law
Provides a refundable payroll tax credit for 50% of qualified wages paid by eligible
employers to certain employees during the COVID-19 crisis.
The maximum amount of the eligible wages for the credit is $10,000 per employee.
IRS is granted authority in the act to advance payments to eligible employers and
waive applicable penalties for employers who do not deposit applicable payroll
taxes in anticipation of the receiving the credit.
The credit applies to wages paid after March 13, 2020 and before January 1, 2021.
Eligible employers
Available to all for profit businesses including non-profits.
Operations have been fully or partially suspended due to the concern
about the spread of COVID-19 during any calendar quarter in 2020.
OR
The business has a significant decline in gross receipts by more then
50% compared to the calendar quarter in the previous year
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Employee Retention Credit for Employers (cont.)
Employers with less than 100 employees

Employer with more than 100 employees

 Eligible wages includes all employee
wages paid by the employer during the
impacted calendar quarter.

 Eligible wages includes wages paid by the employer to the
employee during the calendar quarter for periods in which
the employee is not working or face reduced hours as a
result of their employer’s closure or reduced gross receipts.

IRS FAQ #25 to 27 provide guidance on the aggregation rules.
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Employee Retention Credit for Employers (cont.)
Eligible Wages
Qualified wages may or may not include the amount an employer pays to a
group health plan attributable to the employee receiving qualified wages in order
to provide health care benefits.
Depends on total employee count (FAQ #64).
Depends on whether employees are receiving wages (FAQ #65).
Other Important Considerations:
Wages paid by an employer that qualifies for the credit under the
mandatory paid sick leave and mandatory paid Family and Medical Act
Leave are not eligible for the credit.
Employers who take small business loans provided under Section
1102 for the CARES Act (Paycheck Protection Program) are not
eligible for the credit.
FAQ #86-87: Deduction for wages expense must be reduced
by amount of employee retention credit under 280C(a).
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